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Pedagogical Experts are experienced teachers who need
digital training. These teachers will support their often-
unexperienced colleagues with resources and advice
regarding pedagogical methods.

Digital Mentors are teachers who are skilled in a range of
digital skills and different digital tools. The digital
Mentors will help experienced teachers to reach a
proficient level of digital competence through mentorship
training.

Identifying Digital Mentors

Identifying Teachers who need
digital training (Pedagogical
Experts).

Reach a large amount of school
Teachers across the "Digital
Skills Divide"

Build a rich database of digital
tools and pedagogical advice

The Digital Mentor Power is an Erasmus+ project
aimed at improving the learning process in EU
schools by enhancing the digital skills and
competencies of European Teachers through the
development of the Digital Mentor Power
Platform. 

The pandemic and lockdown situation in the
school sector resulted in an unplanned and rapid
move to online learning with no digital training,
insufficient digital skills, and little preparation of
many teachers.



THE DIGITAL MENTOR
POWER PLATFORM

The DMP platform will be an innovative tool
that will enable Pedagogical Experts (PE) to
learn technological competences and find new
ways to tailor technology to their specific
subject by exchanging knowledge in a "peer
learning" concept with Digital Mentors (DM)
who are skilled in a range of digital tools. 

The DMP Platform features:

CONNECTION TO EU TOOLS

Database of digital tools and
pedagogical advice 

Video Conference function

3 login options: DM, PE, and IT
specialists.

eTwinning and School
Education Gateway to reach
out EU teachers.

SELFIE and DigCompEdu, to
test current digital
competences and as a base for
the platform-

Europass to let teachers
update their CV with the
acquires skills.

PARTNERS AND CONTACT
The project will link to the following EU
tools: Project Coordinator:

Partners:

Need more information? Follow-us on Social
Media or visit our website:

www.digitalmentorpower.com 
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